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If you get stuck in repairing a defective appliance download this repair information for help. See below.
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	Also known: SAMSUNG TRACK GUIDE UN 37 EH 5000 FXZA

	If you have any question about repairing write your question to the Message board. For this no need registration.
	If the site has helped you and you also want to help others, please Upload a manual, circuit diagram or eeprom that is not yet available on the site.
Have a nice Day!
	See related repair forum topics below. May be help you to repair.



Warning!
If you are not familiar with electronics, do not attempt to repair!
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock! Instead, contact your nearest service center!



Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,  
some files are archived,
so you need WinZip or WinRar to open that files. Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them.

These free programs can be found on this page: needed progs

If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file!

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.

Translate this page:


Relevant TV forum topics:

Samsung UE43J5500AW kép hiba

Sziasztok!



Szerintetek egyértelműen kijelző hiba, vagy lehet más is?

Előre is köszönöm a válaszokat.



Imre

Samsung ch: S61B képhiba

Tisztelt kollégák!
Amint bekapcsolás után megjelenik a kép, 1-2 s múlva eltűnik, helyette fehér alapon sűrű vízszintes csíkok lesznek és kikapcsol stdby-ba. Pár s után kezdi előlről..
A CXA2165-öt enyhén melegítettem,de semmi változás.
Merre érdemes továbblépni ?

Samsung UN50J6200AFXZA - One side of LED's not working?

Complaint was no display, confirmed and I saw

this series USA model is very prone to backlight failure, so

ordered (8) new strips. Opened up the TV, and am testing the old ones. So

far all the ones on the right side are lighting up ok,

the set of strips connected to them via the connector side with the plugs

are not lighting up at all, even when I supply power directly

to the pins on that side.



I took out a set of the new strips, connected them together and tested, and

they are doing the same thing...whats going on? Thought these were all in

parallel.



If I separate the strips, the one with the connector plug seems to not

light. I have not gone through all the

new ones yet to test. I suppose they could be defective but strange how all

the ones in the TV on that side are not lighting and the others are.



Anyone have an idea whats going on here? 



 

Samsung proceszort keresek

Érdeklödni szeretnék  hogy nincs e VDP3120B c3 Samsung tv (cw-28c73v) proceszorja valakinek esetlek honnan lehetne beszerezni álitolag már nem gyártjék
üdv mindenkinek



Similar manuals:


SAMSUNG PS42C91H TRAINING-MANUAL

SAMSUNG S15A CHASSIS 1999-CTV-E0022 BULLETIN

SAMSUNG S15A CHASSIS 2000-CTV-E0002 BULLETIN

SAMSUNG S15A CHASSIS SERVICE ADJUSTMENT

SAMSUNG SAFRON-63 FPT5084 TRAINING MANUAL


If you want to join us and get repairing help please sign in or sign up by completing a simple electrical test
or write your question to the Message board without registration.
You can write in English language into the forum (not only in Hungarian)!
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